SafeZone, a unified safety, security and emergency management solution for healthcare organizations worldwide
SafeZone provides you with:

- Real-time Coordination and Response, for faster and more effective response
- A solution that is quick to deploy, scalable and easy to use
- Operational Insights™ to optimize future response

STAFF SAFETY, EVERYWHERE

Unlike a typical staff duress system, SafeZone® helps you keep your people safe with one unified system. By providing you with Safety Everywhere™, you and your staff are covered wherever you have duty of care: on campus and in buildings, parking areas, in community clinics — even coverage for home healthcare workers. Addressing these safety and security gaps is key to your success, so your staff are assured your organization values their safety and feels confident on the job; which translates to better retention and patient outcomes.

Nearly 75% of workplace assaults occur in a healthcare setting¹

Your organization’s commitment to staff safety will translate into greater staff satisfaction, which leads to a greater overall patient experience. When your staff feels safe, they are able to do their job more effectively and provide the best patient outcomes. In addition, SafeZone can help with compliance since the CMS Emergency Preparedness Rule states that healthcare providers must increase patient safety during emergencies and establish a more coordinated response to natural and human-caused disasters².
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